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1. Objective 

Our everyday devices are equipped with sensors also suitable for spatial data 

acquisitions. High distribution of sensors is indicated by two synergistic effects: the 

needs for owning a popular device and the low price. 

If inexpensive sensors are available, it raises the possibility of using them for precise 

modeling purposes. In my thesis I investigated the ability and accuracy of commercial 

and mass produced devices for object recognition and reconstruction. A cost-

effective way will help meet the growing demand of modeling, which occur in several 

areas and spatial measurements in different application fields, such as robotics or 

medical sciences. As the capacity of computation and data storage developed, it 

become more common to collect mass data rather than extremely accurate data. 

Accuracy of the applications are increased in a statistical way to the demanded level 

based on the redundant measurements. 

2. Web based photogrammetric application 

A new era is coming in photogrammetry by the commercial digital cameras and smart 

phones equipped with cameras. The low-end devices are available for a low price 

therefore they are widely used. If there is affordable photogrammetric application 

and users had some photogrammetric knowledge, low-end cameras will perfectly 

support 3D modeling. Obviously the model accuracy will be lower, however, it can be 

increased e.g. by using repeated, multiple images. 

Nowadays web applications are used in our everyday life. The major advantage is 

that we do not need to install any software on our own machine, and we can 

continue our work on any computer on the network. Users don’t need to worry 

about storage issues; data are usually stored in cloud servers. These opportunities 

yield to a widespread use. 

An optimized database and transmission system should be designed during the 

development phase of a web based application. Photo processing applications deal 

with high amount of data, therefore bandwidth optimized communication is 

particularly important; images are transmitted in tiles and stored at the client (cache) 
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and on the server as well. User experiences slow performance if the communication 

is poorly designed, however, data should be saved real-time. 

A web based photogrammetry application was developed to make photogrammetry 

available for everyone in an easy way. Server-client communication is optimized for 

bandwidth, the efficient calculation and data storage is performed on the server and 

users can use a thin client to perform 3D reconstruction. 

3. Robust photogrammetric object reconstruction 

High amount of users require robust operation of the processing programs. In 

addition to the didactic user-friendly interface, calculation procedure has to be 

robust, therefore an algorithm was developed which is capable of processing 3D 

reconstruction for poorly designed photogrammetric networks. To make the 

procedure suitable for all camera types, Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) is used 

for processing and Least Squares Method is used for optimization (Detrekői, 1991). 

The permutation of poorly conditioned matrixes is high in photogrammetry, 

therefore Singular Values Decomposition (SVD) is applied (Eckart and Young, 1938). 

Considering that the Least Squares Method is very sensitive on outliers that are made 

most likely by inexperienced users, Huber method (Huber, 1981) was applied to 

increase robustness. 

4. MS Kinect depth camera 

Depth images are recorded by depth cameras; all pixel represents a distance, 

reflected from the object in the field of view. Depth cameras use light for 

measurement and can achieve up to 30 fps sampling rate. Formerly, depth cameras 

had low accuracy, high noise level and high costs therefore they were not widely 

used. MS Kinect (Figure 1) brought a new era as it is a low cost depth camera for 

gaming consoles. 
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Figure 1. MS Kinect 

Kinect captures 640x480 px resolution images by both RGB and depth camera, with 

30fps. By transforming the depth images to a point cloud and co-registering the RGB 

and depth camera (Figure 2), a colored point cloud is available in real-time. 

 

Figure 2. Kinect raw data: RGB, depth and intensity images 

Depth values are rounded by a non-linear function on the depth image (Macknojia et 

al., 2012) that results in a leveled point cloud with layers parallel to the image plane 

(Figure 3), the level spacing increases by the object distance; over a 3 meter range 

the spacing is more than 4 cm. 

 

Figure 3. Quantized point cloud 

Common fitting methods for curves and surfaces are performed on point basis by 

minimizing object point distance; which method doesn’t perform well if a non-planar 
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object is fitted on a quantized point cloud. Fitting on a sphere yields to a downscaling 

since higher amount of points can be found inside due to the rounding. In other 

words, the mean circle of a level doesn’t fit to the surface (Figure 4); this is a 

systematic error and it highly depends on the current constellation of levels and 

sphere locations. 

 

Figure 4. Cross section of a plane and sphere gathered by a depth camera 

5. Sphere fitting on quantized point  

Midpoints of the quantization level steps form concentric circles; these circles are on 

the surface. Spheres can be fitted without systematic errors on these circles; 

therefore sphere fitting can be solved on quantized point cloud (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Quantized point cloud captured from a sphere and level midpoint circles 

As depth cameras’ primary results are depth images, standard image processing 

algorithm was used to detect level steps; circles were detected by Canny edge 

detection (Canny, 1986) and Hough transformation (Hough, 1959). Depth values of 

the detected circles were calculated as the mean values of neighboring levels’ depth 

values; afterwards the modified depth image was transformed to the spatial 
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coordinate system. The developed sphere fitting method (called KvantFit) was 

compared to two different point error based sphere fitting methods (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of common and KvantFit sphere fitting methods 

Results based on simulated data prove the applicability of the developed algorithm; 

downscaling effect was eliminated and depth positioning accuracy was increased. 

The developed algorithm was also tested on real data set; data was repeatedly 

gathered by increasing object distance and sphere fitting was applied with both 

common and KvantFit algorithm. The outcome functions shows the same results as 

the simulated data and function noise is also reduced (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7.Common and KvantFit sphere fitting in function of object distance 

6. Accuracy test for depth cameras 

No commonly used comprehensive accuracy test for depth cameras exists. Despite 

the fact that there were accuracy tests made before; those only focused on a single 

property such as point cloud comparison or point based STD (Chow, 2011; 

Khoselham, 2011). A new test sequence was created for investigating repeatability, 
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relative and absolute accuracy; the test was applied on MS Kinect. In general, 

accuracy of depth cameras highly depends on object distance, therefore the tests 

was performed on the entire measurement range with 10 cm steps; yielding to a 

complete accuracy function. 

The first test was carried out under the same conditions allowing to calculate the STD 

for each pixel. The second test is about plane fitting on point cloud gathered from 

planar surface, afterwards the fitting residuals were compared. To give more 

information on relative spatial accuracy, sphere detection was applied on point cloud 

and was compared to Faro terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) data. Finally, sensor and 

sphere positions were validated by TLS data to check absolute accuracy. 

Test STD [mm] 
STD 

(percentage of the distance) 
[%] 

Repeatability 5 0.25 

Plane fitting 7 0.3 

Relative accuracy test 3.5 0.2 

Absolute accuracy test 0.75 0.1 

7. Automatic sphere detection 

The depth cameras are also capture the background and surrounding area of the 

object. Therefore the point cloud filtering and object recognition is very important; 

control points should also be detected. An automatic algorithm was developed to 

process depth images and detecting spheres; the algorithm is robust, works perfectly 

for any size of sphere and at any object distance. Canny edge detection and Hough 

transformation algorithms were applied to process depth images; the detected 

spheres on depth images became ready for a high accuracy sphere fitting by KvantFit 

algorithm. 
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Figure 8. Raw depth image with spheres and automatic detection result 

8. Trajectory reconstruction 

Once the control point’s accurate coordinates in the reference system are known the 

transformation parameters of the sensor and reference coordinate system can be 

determined. On one hand it allows the accurate aligning of point cloud sequences; on 

the other hand the trajectory can be reconstructed if the sensor moves. 

An algorithm was developed for sensor position calculation with least squares 

method and resection. Main goal is an indoor navigation therefore some 

transformation constraint was applied: 3 different direction shifts and just rotation 

around the vertical axis are possible. 

 

9. ábra Helyreállított mozgási trajektória 
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9. Theses 

Thesis 1.  

To effectively handle ill-conditioned photogrammetric equation systems 

resulted by imperfect image capturing constellations, I extended the Direct 

Linear Transformation (DLT) method for object reconstruction by robust 

Huber estimation and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). 

Related publications: Molnár, 2010b; Molnár, 2010c; Molnár, 2010d; Molnár, 

2010e 

Thesis 2.  

I developed cloud based photogrammetry application. Users are able to 

perform photogrammetric data processing using efficient computing 

resources and storage by a thin client. Design and development of server 

client communication was optimized for bandwidth. 

Related publications: Molnár, 2010a; Molnár, 2010b; Molnár, 2010d; Molnár, 

2010e 

Thesis 3.  

I developed a quantization parameter based sphere fitting method to reduce 

the radial regular error on point clouds provided by depth camera; the 

applicability of the developed method was tested on simulated and real data. 

Related publications: Molnár et al., 2012a; Molnár és Toth, 2013a; Molnár és 

Toth, 2013b 

Thesis 4.  

I developed an accuracy analysis procedure to qualify depth cameras that 

enable to derive relative and absolute accuracy values. Applying tests on 

Microsoft Kinect depth sensor proved that Kinect can be used with 1 cm 

standard deviation at less than 3 meters object distance. 

Related publications: Molnár et al., 2012a; Molnár és Toth, 2013a; Molnár és 

Toth, 2013b; Toth et al., 2012 
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Thesis 5.  

I developed continuous indoor navigation solution for depth cameras based 

on automatic depth image filtering and processing. The developed method is 

applicable for real-time trajectory reconstruction with centimeter accuracy. 

Related publications: Molnár és Toth, 2013a; Molnár és Toth, 2013b; Molnár 

et al., 2012b 
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